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e5
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Y
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($ + $ cos Ba + a3 + $ cos O4

1L

(26)

L is the projected length of the fractal dipole as indicated in
Fig. 3. Here the geometry of the FAE is uniquely determined by
the parameters sI,s2, s4,s5, El2, 0, and L. These parameters may be
encoded into a genetic algorithm (GA) [4 - 61 for the purpose of
determining the optimal FAE configuration that will best satisfy a
particular set of design requirements.

1

y a l l e l Land C ,

design has a projected length of L = 7cm and a VSWR of 1.33
and 1.10 for 1.225 and 1.575GHz, respectively. Finally, the third
design has a projected length of only L = 5.5cm with a corresponding VSWR of 1.94 and 1.I9 at 1.225 and 1.575GHz, respectively. This last case represents an overall size reduction of 55%.
Fig. 4a shows a conventional half-wave dipole at 1.225GHz;
while Fig. 4b shows the geometry of the optimised FAE for the
last case. This comparison clearly demonstrates the degree of miniaturisation that can be achieved through the use of the GA-FAE
design optimisation technique introduced in the preceding Section.

I

-1

load 1 at

12.24cm
a

4-

load 2 at
wire 18

YL-I

Fig. 4 Conventional half-wave dipole at I.225GHz and geometry of
miniaturised fractal dipole for case 3

a Conventional half-wave dipole

Fig. 3 General structure of optimised fractal antenna

b Geometry of dipole

Conclusion: A genetic algorithm technique has been successfully
developed for use in conjunction with an IFS approach for generating fractal geometries and a computational electromagnetics
analysis code based on the method of moments to systematically
optimise the performance characteristics of FAEs. For the three
examples considered, the VSWRs of the optimised FAEs were less
than 2 at each of the specified target frequencies. It was also
shown that the projected length of a fractal dipole may be reduced
by as much as 55% compared to a conventional dipole by the
optimal choice of antenna shape as well as load locations and
associated component values.
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Results: Three design examples using the GA-FAE optimisation
technique are considered. The general fractal antenna structure for
all three cases is illustrated in Fig. 3, which is the second iteration
of a generating antenna similar to that shown in Fig. 2. The
antenna structure in all three cases consists of 25 wires as illustrated in Fig. 3. The antenna structure parameters, load component values and load locations, which are all selected by the CA,
are listed in Table 1 for each of the three designs considered. The
first design has a projected length of L = 9cm and a VSWR of
1.04 and 1.14 for 1.225 and 1.575GHz, respectively. The second
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M. Paulson, S.O. Kundukulam, C.K. Aanandan and
P. Mohanan
A simple technique for calculating the resonance frequencies of a
compact arrow-shaped microstrip antenna is presented and
discussed. The accuracy of the method is validated by
experimental results.

Introduction: The arrow shaped microstrip antenna, which produces dual frequency dual polarisation operation with considera-
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ble size reduction compared to conventional patches has been
reported [I]. These antennas provide greater area reduction and
improved gain compared to drum shaped patches [2]. Prediction
of the resonance frequency of drum shaped patches [3] and circular patches for broadband operation [4]are available in the literature. In this Letter, we propose empirical formulas for calculating
the resonance frequencies of the arrow shaped microstrip antenna.
These antennas can be employed for obtaining dual frequency
with the same polarisation, bandwidth enhancement, circular
polarisation etc. by varying its different parameters or by introducing slots. The proposed design equations provide an easier and
simple way of predicting the resonant frequenciesof these patches.

Comparison of theory and experiment: The theoretical variation of
the two resonant frequencies& andfol with L for different values
of Wcd and wcpare given in Fig. 2. The experimental curves are
also given to validate the computation. To further check the validity, the antennas were fabricated on substrates with different dielectric constants and thickness. The results are shown in Fig. 3. In
all these cases the theoretical results are in good agreement with
experimental values with maximum error < 2Y0.
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Fig. 1 Geometry of arrow shaped microstrip antenna
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Frequency calculation: The schematic diagram of the antenna is
shown in Fig. 1. The structure consists of an arrow shaped patch
with an intruding triangle of height W,d and protruding triangle of
height Wcpwith slanted lengths S , and S2etched on a dielectric
substrate of thickness h and dielectric constant E,.
The standard equations for computing the resonant frequency
of a rectangular patch antenna are modified to take into account
the effect of the intruding and protruding lengths wd
, and Wcp.
The line extension factor and the effective resonating lengths of
the two modes are obtained by the following empirical relations:
for the TMlomode
f10
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S,ff = SI-(0.001/L)+0.01W
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1
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- 0.68(W,~-0.01)-0.03(Wcp-0.01)
for Wcd/W

Wef/ = W +0.58Wcp-0.43Wcd
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I
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9

1U
421/3(
=

2(Weff + 2A32)&
where ~2 and AI2 are calculated by replacing W by S in eqns. 2
and 3, respectively, with S = (SI+ S2)/2.
Senand Wenare calculated as follows:
For (L <
f0l

1421/21

Fig. 2 Variation of TMlo and TMol mode frequencies with length L for
different Wc,, and WCd( W = 5 em)

= o.5(s1+L)+0.4wcd

- 0.175W-0.03(Wcp-0.01)

5 0.5

for Wcd/W > 0.5
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For ( L >= w)

Fig. 3 Variation of TM,o and TMol mode frequencies with length L for
different E, and h values
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Conclusion: A simple and accurate technique to determine the resonance frequencies of the dominant modes of a compact arrow
shaped patch antenna is presented. The method is validated by
experimental results and the percentage error is found to be < 2%.
This method of frequency prediction is less time consuming than
the expensive simulation software.
0 IEE 2001
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Simple low-cost planar antenna for indoor
communication under the Bluetooth
protocol
G. Vermeeren, H. Rogier, F. Olyslager and
D. De Zutter
A single-feed rectangular-ring microstrip antenna is proposed for
indoor communication under the Bluetooth protocol. The
dimensions of the antenna together with the location of the feed
point are optimised through field simulations in order to cover the
Bluetooth bandwidth and to avoid linear polarisation. The
performance and the eficiency of the antenna are illustrated in a
real indoor environment.

Antenna geometry and design: The introduction of new wireless
protocols for indoor communication such as Bluetooth [l], IEEE
802.11 and HiperLAN present real challenges to antenna design.
In addition to the performance issue, one of the main concerns for
the deployment of Bluetooth products is the cost of the system. In
this respect, the availability of a simple and low-cost antenna is a
very important feature of a Bluetooth interface. Single-feed planar
antennas [2 - 41 offer attractive solutions that can be easily integrated into a Bluetooth system. However, it is well known that
microstrip antennas can have a rather narrow bandwidth and low
effjciency.Moreover, single-feed solutions are often linearly polarised, making the antenna very polarisation-sensitive.In Fig. 1, we
propose a singe-feed rectangular-ring microstrip antenna for operation under the Bluetooth protocol. The dimensions of the
antenna are specified in Table 1. The structure is implemented on
a standard Rogers RT/5870 Duroid substrate, the thickness and
permittivity of which were chosen in order to optimise the antenna
efficiency. A 50R coaxial feed is used to excite the antenna. In
order to obtain a -1OdB return loss in the Bluetooth (ISM) band
(2.42.483 GHz) and in order to avoid linear polarisation, the
geometry of the antenna patch and the location of the feed-point
were carefully optimised. Several designs were evaluated with the
commercial field simulator Momentum from Agilent Technologies. Linear polarisation is avoided by placing the feed point on a
diagonal of the patch, so that two orthogonally polarised modes,
TMOl and TM10, are excited. The bandwidth of the design
increases by choosing slightly different values for the patch length
L and width Wand by making a suitable choice of the slot parameters 1 and w, so that the TMOl and TMlO modes resonate at different frequencies. Increasing the parameter 1, for example, results
in a lower resonance frequency for the TMOl mode. Once the simulations gave a suitable design, a prototype was built and measured.
Simulation and measurement results: In Fig. 2 the simulation
results for the return loss are compared with measurements. As
seen, there is excellent agreement between the simulation data,
obtained using Momentum, and the measured data. The measured
bandwidth of the antenna equals 108 MHz, which is sufficient to
cover the Bluetooth band. Fig. 3 shows the radiation pattems in
the xz-and yz-planes for the RHCP and LHCP field components
at 2.44GHz. The polarisation of the antenna is nearly circular,
assuring good reception for all kinds of transmitter-receiver orientations. Furthermore, the antenna has a high efficiency (qsimulated =
84%) and the simulated antenna gain equals 6.54dB.
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Fig. 1 Geometry of rectangular-ring microstrip antenna
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Fig. 2 Measured and simulated return loss ( S I I ) of rectangular-ring
microstrip
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To obtain an estimate of the average signal levels in a complex
indoor environment, we tested the transmission characteristics of a
receiver-transmitter pair in a real indoor environment, shown in
Fig. 4. We considered both a line-of-sight (TXI-RX) and a nonline-of-sight (TX2-RX) transmission, with the antenna axes oriented either parallel or perpendicular to each other. In Fig. 4, we
have shown the walls and two metallic objects that influence the
signal propagation. Smaller furniture is not shown. Both transmitter and receiver antennas are placed vertically 90cm above the
ground. In Fig. 4 the average received power levels when the
transmitter emits a OdBm continuous wave signal are presented,
for the two transmitter-receiver pairs and for both orientations.
For the line-of-sight situation, the in-band reception is better than
4 dBm for an antenna separation of 156cm in both orientations.
For the non-line-of-sight case, reception is clearly worse, with all
kinds of obstacles blocking the propagation path. Yet signals
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